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when a hair is selected on the surface of the hair node with just the node's context menu, the
hair node is removed from the surface and a hair guide is placed at the center of the hair. hair
guides are polygons that are used to display the hair. hair guides are rendered first, but they
do not affect the look of the hair. a hair guide is the nearest polygon to the hair. figure 3 shows
hair guides on one strand of hair that are created by the hair node. hair guides are animated by
the hair shader to help bring our hair and fur to life. the hair guides are not rendered in the
scene, but the hair nodes appear around the hair guides. the hair guide animates the
corresponding hair node to move back and forth along the hair's surface. the hair also rotates.
the same hair node is used to create both the hair guide and the hair. the hair node is added to
the scene as a pre-composite. that's my scalpel. i'd probably wear one of these in real life.
having a handle attached to your tool makes it much easier to control the tool, especially in
tight spaces. i've positioned the scalpel so the head of the scalpel is near the central axis of the
hair. the scalpel tip is very close to the hair surface. selecting the scalpel helps me cut hair
strands close to the surface. the scalpel also rotates slightly as i rotate the tool around its axis.
shave and a haircut uses the new access > hair and shave commands in the shave select
menu. the hair and shave nodes can be placed in the hair node's node tree. the shave node is
visible only when selected.
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• Studio Efficiencies: Most of the times, we are running at 60 fps for the entire project. Our
runtime system is very well designed so that it runs anywhere in Maya. In fact, when you run

the program for the first time, it will ask you if you would like to profile the program. If you are
a beginner, you may be hesitant, but it will certainly detect what the program is actually doing.

Then you get the option to profile the program. Once you have done that, run the project for
the first time. The program will not allocate all of your hard disk space, nor will it need a

massive amount of resources. In fact, the whole process is very easy. Within no time, you can
have smooth and steady rendering without slowing down or having to sacrifice quality. We

have run thousands of renders on Maya with our plug-in without any problem. • Render-Speed:
Another advantage of the program is the speed at which it renders. There is very little that can
slow it down. Shave and a Haircut is a plug-in for Maya, so it uses its own renderer. Although its

renderer does consume more resources as compared to other renderers such as Mental Ray,
MLT and RenderMan, it is still faster. The hair rendering runs very quickly and does not

consume a lot of resources. Also, the render times are nearly identical for the first time runs
and how it is able to handle any tweaks later on in the project. • Multi-threading: Shave and a
Haircut has the ability to render on as many cores as you have on your computer. This means

that if you run it on two cores, it will render faster and use less CPU usage than if you were
running on just one core. Also, if you have to use just one core, it will only use a third of that. If

you use multiple cores, it will render faster than using one single core. 5ec8ef588b
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